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Cluster stopping power for an electron gas at finite 
temperatures: calculations for hydrogen and water 
clusters 

Nestor R Aristat$ and Albert0 Gras-Martit 
t Departament de Fisica Aplicada, Universitat d'Alacant, Apt. 99. E43080Alacanr, 
Spain 

Abstract. A formalism for the stopping power of atomic clusters moving in an electron gas 
at finite temperature is presented. Calculations for diatomic, triatomic and larger clusters 
are performed, for cluster velocities smaller than the Fermi velocity of the target electrons. 
The dependence of the cluster stopping power on cluster orientation is more significant for 
small clusters at low temperatures. 

The interferenceeffects on the stopping power oflarge clustersarederribedin termsof 
the paircorrelation functionoftheclustercomponents. Specificresultsaregiven for clusters 
of hydrogen and water molecules. We obtain an enhancement ofthe cluster stoppingpower, 
whichvaries with temperaturedue tochangesin thescreeningconditions. Forlarge molecular 
clusters the intermolecular vicinage function is negative, and at low temperaturesdiminishes 
the stopping power enhancement due to intramolecular contributions. 

1. Introduction 

It has been shown, both theoretically and experimentally, that the energy lost per 
particle and per travelled path length for a cluster of ions moving in a solid target shows 
important differences-usually called vicinage effects-with respect to the energy loss 
of the separated ions [l-51. The origin of this effect is the interference in the electronic 
excitations of the target due to the correlated motion of the penetrating ions. 

First studies of the vicinage effect on cluster energy loss, based on simple models, 
considered the case of high cluster velocities [l], where the main contribution to the 
vicinage effect is plasmon excitation. Using the random-phase approximation (RPA), the 
role of single-electron excitations was later included to describe the vicinage effect for 
low cluster velocities [2]. Experimental results [3,4] at various energy ranges show good 
agreement with theoretical predictions based on the RPA dielectric function. 

However, the physics of the interaction of a large cluster with matter is still not well 
understood [a]. Current research on inertial confinement fusion using ion beams 
[9, lo], as well as recent beam target experiments with large molecular clusters [7], has 
created new interest in the evaluation of correlation effects in the stopping power of ion 
clusters in solid targets under various conditions of densities and temperatures. 
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Argentina. 
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Here, we present a description of the vicinage effects in the stopping power of slow 
molecular clusters. The formulation extends the calculation of energy losses in a dense 
electron gas, through a temperature-dependent dielectric function which also includes 
quantum-mechanical (partial degeneracy) effects. We evaluate the magnitude of the 
vicinage effect on the energy loss in dense media, for small clusters and for relatively 
large clusters containing several hundred molecules. 

The formulation of the cluster stopping power is briefly reviewed in section 2, and in 
the following sections it is applied to several cases of interest for slow clusters in cold 
and heated solids, and plasmas. First. we study the dependence of the vicinage effect on 
cluster size and angular orientation, for diatomic and triatomic clusters. In the case 
of large molecular clusters, we describe the interference effects in terms of the pair 
correlation functions, and analyse the cases of homonuclear and heteronuclear clusters. 
Asillustrative examples, we calculate thevicinage effectson the energy loss for molecular 
clusters of hydrogen and water. We evaluate the contributions of intramolecular and 
intermolecular interference terms to the cluster energy loss. 

2. Cluster stopping power 

Consider a cluster consisting of N ions of atomic charge 2; and relative positions rii, 
figure l (n) .  Ageneral expression for theenergylossperunitpath-lengthofsuch acluster 
penetrating a medium with velocity U, is given by [2] 

N N 

S C I  = [I: , = 1  2: + ‘+I ZtZ,Z(r,,, B,)] s, 

where S,is the proton stopping power, which, in the dielectric approximation, is related 
to the dielectric function of the medium E(k, UJ) in the usual way, 

and Z(r, 8) is an interference-or vicinage-function given by [2] 

k . u  
Z(r, 8) = - 1 d3k Im cos(k * r )  

2 d v S ,  E W ,  UJ) 
(3) 

where the frequency w is evaluated at w = k - U. The interference functions l (r ,  8) 
depend on the angular orientation 8of the internuclear vector r ,  relative to the direction 
ofmotiono,asillustratedinfigure l ( a ) .  Atomicunitswill beused throughout thispaper. 

The vicinage functions measure the interference effects on the stopping power of a 
cluster. For large internuclear distances, r+ W. the vicinage functions vanish, 
I(m, 8) -+ 0, and the stopping power in (1) becomes the uncorrelated stopping of N 
independent charged particles, 

In the opposite limit of vanishing separation between the cluster components, 
I(0.6) = 1, and (1) yields the stopping of a total charge Xi 27,. namely 
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Figure 1. Cluster parameters. Generalcluster(a), 
diatomic(b),and triatomiccluster,for twoorien- 
tations that correspond to cluster plane parallel 
(c), and perpendicular (4, to the velocity vector 
D. 

Performing the integration over the azimuthal angle, the proton stopping power and 
the interference function in (2) and (3), become 

and 

I(r, 6') = Ffok" dw w Im (A) cos (y) Jo[b(k2 - w2/u2)'"] (6) 
zu2s, E(k, a) 

where a = r cos 6, b = r sin 19 (cf figure l(b)) , and J 0  is the zero order Bessel function. 

the vicinage function in (3) or (6) and finds 
For random orientation of the internuclear axis, one performs an angular average of 

2 1' dk sin(kr) loku dwwIm(-). -1 
(7) (I(r,  6')) = I(r) = - -- nu2S, k kr 0, w )  

To complete the calculations, the loss function Im( - 1 / ~ )  has to be specified. Several 
approximate forms of the loss function are available with different ranges of validity. In 
this paper we are particularly interested in the case of slow ion clusters, i.e. cluster- 
velocities smaller than the Fermi velocity of the target electrons (U C O F ) .  The loss 
function of an electron gas at finite temperature Tis then well described, for all degrees 
of plasma degeneracy, by [ 111 

Im(-I/e(k, w ) )  = [2kw/(k' + k:)2][1 + exp(k2/8kBT- p/kBT)]-'. (8) 

Here, kB is Boltzmann's constant, p is the chemical potential and k, is a temperature- 
dependent screening constant given by 

k: = k&/(l + $r2)1'2 (9) 

in terms of the Thomas-Fermi wave vector, k:F = 4kF/z, and the electron gas tem- 
perature, T = kBT/EF, measured in units of the Fermi energy of the electron gas. The 
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loss function in (8) represents the oscillator-strength distribution corresponding to one- 
electron excitations in dense quantum plasmas. 

The electron gas density is described by the one-electron radius r,. In all the cal- 
culations presented below we use r, = 2 au, a typical value for conduction electron 
densities in solids, so that EF = 0.46 au. 

In the following section we shall consider in some detail low-velocity stopping power 
calculations for the simplest clusters of two and three atoms. A discussion of large 
molecular clusters will follow in section 4, and, in particular, clusters of hydrogen and 
water molecules. 

N R Arista and A Cras-Marti 

3. Small clusters 

3.1. Diatomic clusters 

The stopping power for two correlated charges Z ,  and Z ,  (figure l(b)). separated by an 
internuclear distance r ,  is simply given by 

Si:) = [ ( Z :  + 2;) + 2ZlZ21(r ,  8)]Sp. 

y(2' = S$)/Sgi,, = 1 + [ 2 Z l Z z / ( Z :  + Z$)]I (r ,  8). 

(10) 
The ratio between the correlated and the uncorrelated stopping power, (4a), is 

related to the interference function 

(11) 
Then, to illustrate the vicinage effects on the energy loss, we study the angular and 

radial dependence of I as a function of target temperature. 
We show in figure 2 the dependence of the vicinage function I on the cluster sue r ,  

for z = k,T/E, = 0 ,  1 and 10, and for three cluster orientations, corresponding to 
collinear (8 = 0"). bisecting (8 = 4Y), and perpendicular (8 = 90') orientations of the 
internuclear axis with respect to the velocity vector U. 

The single-atom limit ( I -  1 for r+ 0) has been discussed in section 2 above. As 
figure 2 illustrates, the main effect of the target temperature is to smooth out the radial 
dependence of f ( r ,  8) for all cluster orientations. This effect is more notorious for small 
angles of orientation of the cluster, i.e. collinear penetration of the cluster. Actually, 
the effect of temperature is different depending on the internuclear distance r in the 
dicluster. Thus, for relatively large diclusters ( r  % 1 au) the interference function Itends 
to increase with temperature T,  while for small diclusters ( r  < 1 au) I decreases with 
increasing T .  In  the range of ordinary equilibrium distances in molecules ( r  = 1.5-2 au) 
the function I depends rather weakly on temperature. 

The average of the vicinage function over cluster orientation, (7), is also shown in 
figure 2. The effects of electron gas temperature and internuclear separation just dis- 
cussedaresmoothedout, but one still findssignificant correlationeffects.The apparently 
small increase of the angular-averaged vicinage function Z(r) with target temperature, 
seen in figure 2 for large internuclear separations ( r  > 4 au), has, in fact, important 
consequences in the case of clusters containing a large number of ions, as will be seen in 
section 4. 

3.2. Triatomic clusters 

Some experimental results are available for beams consisting of homonuclear triatomic 
molecules [l, 41, i.e. clusters of three identical charges ( Z ,  = Z ,  = Z,)  and with the 
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Figure 2. Interference function I(?.  8) versus dia- 
tomic cluster size r ,  for three cluster orientations 
19,andangularaverage(I).see (7). Theparameter 
in each figure, is the reduced temperature, t = 
k,T/E,,inunitsoftheFermienergyE,.Thescale 
on the right shows the ratio y"' of the cluster 
stopping power, to that of non-correlated 
particles, for homonuclear diclusten (2, = Z2). 
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Figure 3. Cluster-size dependence of the tri- 
atomic-cluster stopping ratio. y(". see (13), for 
three temperatures t = k.T/EF, and for two 
orientationsofthecluster plane with respect to the 
velocityv (see figures 1(c), (d)),corresponding to 
parallelorientation(dottedcurve), perpendicular 
orientation (brokencurve),andspherical average 
for random orientation (full curve). 

same internuclear distance, ri, = r, figures l (c ) ,  (d ) .  The cluster stopping power is now 
given by 

Si?) = z:[3 + 2(1,2 + I , ,  + 123)]Sp (12) 

where Iii = Z(r, t$). In comparison with the diatomic cluster, the vicinage effect may be 
amplified due to the presence of more interference terms. 
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As in (11). we introduce the stopping power ratio for the cluster 

where .S!:iep = 3Z:S,, see (4a). The ratio y(3) can vary between the limits +3) = 1, for 
r +  =, and y(3) = 3, forr+O. 

To illustrate the angular and size dependence of the triatomic cluster stopping we 
shall consider the cases where the cluster plane is either parallel or perpendicular to the 
velocity U, figures l(c), (d). 

It can be shown that for parallel orientation of the cluster plane with respect to its 
velocity, figure l(c), the stopping ratio y(3) does not depend on the angular orientation 
11, of the cluster within this plane. This result follows from an analytical integration in w 
of the low-velocity interference function I(r, 8), using (6) and (S), and then summing 
for the three 8,, values (8, = 11, + 30", 11, + 90". li, + 150'). 

We show in figure 3 the stopping ratio y(" for parallel and perpendicular orientations 
of the cluster plane, as well as the spherical angular average. The cluster effect is 
illustrated for three temperatures, kBT/EF = 0 , l  and 10. 

In comparison with the results in figure 2 for diatomic clusters, we find here a smaller 
angu1ardependence.andanenhancementofthevicinageeffect due to thelargernumber 
of interference terms, cf (10) and (12). This fact may be useful for further experimental 
studies of the vicinage effect. 

4. Large clusters 

4.1. Homonuclear clusters 

The general formulation given in section 2 can be cast in a form more appropriate to 
discuss the energy loss of a cluster containing a large number of ions. The stopping power 
of each ion in the cluster will be influenced by interference with all the other ions. In  
view of (1). we write the modified stopping power for each ion in the cluster in the 
following way 

Sr = [ZtZ + Z f Z n ,  I d3rgll(r)Z(r)]Sp (14) 

where we have introduced the effective ion charge Zy , the average ion density n ,  in the 
cluster, and the so-called pair correlation function g l l ( r )  between two cluster ions 
[12,13]. 

The total stopping power of the cluster will now be simply given by 

S,, = NISf (15) 

where N ,  is the total number of ions in the cluster. 
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Using (8) we write the expressions of Sp and [(r), see (5) and (7), as 

and 

wheref,(k) is the temperature-dependent screening function [ll] 

f,(k) = [k4/(kz + 1?:)~][1 + exp(kZ/8kBT- p/kBT)]-'. (18) 
Next we introduce the cluster vicinage function GI, 

G,, = nl /d3rglt(r)[(r) (19) 

so that the cluster stopping power takes the simple form 

S,, = NlZT2Sp(1 + GI,). 
The factor before the parenthesis in (20) is the stopping of N I  uncorrelated atomic 

ions, see (4a). Thus, the reduced cluster stopping ratio becomes 

Y Sei/Sindep = 1 + G I I  (21) 
which, as expected, is independent of the value of the effective charge. 

Take the following model for the pair-correlation function, 
Let us first calculate the vicinage effects using simple models for the cluster structure. 

for r I  < r < r2 

otherwise. 

In figure 4 we show the calculated values of y versus cluster radius r2, for some values 
of the inner radius r,, and for three temperatures, r = kBT/EF = 0, 1 and 10. The 
oscillations observed for this simple model of g,, and for T = 0 are due to the sharp cut- 
off at k = 2kF introduced by the energy loss function (18). With increasing temperature 
these oscillations are damped out, and the magnitude of the interference effect shows a 
maximum that increases and shifts to larger r2 values. The qualitative shape of the y(r2) 
curves is the same for the two inner radii shown, and the peak position depends only on 
r2. 

It can be seen that the enhancement and shift of the stopping ratio is linked to the 
change in the screening conditions. In fact, the screening parameter k, in (IS) has the 
meaning of a reciprocal screening length A, = l/kr According to (9) the screening length 
increaseswith T, so that the stopping-power enhancement in figure 4reachesa maximum 
value when kJr2 = ac. 

As an application to large homonuclear clusters, we consider the case of clusters of 
molecular hydrogen. The pair correlation function of these clusters can be approximated 
[12] by (i) a peak (delta-like distribution) at rI2 = 0.74 8, (corresponding to the normal 
internuclear distance in H2 molecules), and (ii) a square-function model, as in (22), with 
an exclusion volume for r < r,, with rl = 1.9 8, (half the nearest-neighbour distance in 
solid hydrogen) [U]. These model parameters provide an approximate description that 
illustrates the main effects expected in the stopping ratio y .  
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Fignre 4. Stopping power ratio for large homo- 
nuclear clusters. versus cluster size r2, for a 
'square'g(r) model, see (22). assuming a particle 
dcnsityn = IO-'auinthecluster. Calculationsare 
shown for two inner cluster radii. r, = 1 and 3 a", 
andforthreetemperaturesr = kBT/EF = 0.1and 
10.The upper scaleshows the number of particles 
in thecluster. 

b'% 
Figure S. Temperature dependence of the cluster 
stopping-power ratio y.  for large H2 clusters con- 
taining N molecules, with N = I04 and 354, as 
indicaled. The figure shows the contributions to 
the vicinage effect due to the intramolecular and 
intermolmlar terms. as well as the total value of 
Y .  

In figure 5 we show the calculated values of yfor molecular hydrogen clusters. The 
chain curve gives the contribution t o y  of the intramolecular interference term (namely, 
the vicinage effect due to the two protons in the H2 molecule). The broken curves show 
the intermolecular vicinage effect, integrated according to (19), for two cluster radii, 
r2 = 20 and 30 au. The number of molecules is N 1 / 2  = 104 and 354 respectively. The full 
curves in figure 5 are the total stopping ratio y of each cluster. 

As figure 5 shows, the intramolecular term gives a stopping enhancement of about 
50% which does not vary much with temperature. The intermolecular vicinage term Gil 
remains negative ( y  < 1) through a wide range of temperatures, and then increases, so 
that y becomes larger than 1 at very high temperatures. This increase of the stopping 
ratio y ,  and its dependence with cluster size, agrees with the stopping enhancement 
effect already discussed in relation with figure 4. The weak temperature dependence of 
the intramolecular term agrees with the results of section 3 (cf figure 2), for diclusters 
with internuclear separations in the range of ordinary equilibrium distances in molecules 
( r =  1.5-2au). 

Therefore, at low temperatures, the cluster components interfere negatively, and 
the total stopping ratio is smaller than the intramolecular contribution alone. 

The increase of y at very high temperatures is an indication that the particles in the 
cluster start to behave coherently, so that asymptotically the limit of (46) would be 
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= NIZ:S,, 

In fact, the variation of the screening constant k, with temperature is so gradual that 

reached. In this limit So = (NIZl)2Sp, which is to be compared with 
and thus y -f N , .  

in these calculations y never reaches values much larger than 1. 

4.2. Heteronuclear clusters 

Let us consider now a large cluster containing two different types of atomic ions, with 
effective charges Zr and Zt , and let gll(r), gu(r) and g12(r)  = gZ1(r) denote the cor- 
responding pair-correlation functions that describe the internal structure of the cluster 
[13]. The average density for each kind of particle in the cluster will be denoted by nl  
and nz respectively. 

By a slight generalization of the formulation given above, we can write the modified 
stopping power for each ion, of type 1 and 2 respectively, as follows 

Sr = [Zrz + ZT2nl /d3rgll(r)l(r) + Z;Z:nz/d3rglz(r))l(r)] S, 

St = [Z;? + Z l Z n 2  [d3rgU(r)l(r) + Z t Z y n ,  ld3rg21(r)Z(r)] S,. 

These expressions can be cast in the simple form 

Sf = (ZfZ + z*2 I G I I  +ZfZ:G,2)Sp 

Sl = (Z;2 + ZZ*2G22 + 2; Zf GZ1)Sp 

where 

and 

Finally, if N I  = x l N o  and N 2  = x2No are the total numbers of ions of type 1 and 2 in 
the cluster (with xI and x 2  being the number of atoms 1 and 2 in the molecule, and No 
the total number of molecules in the cluster), the cluster stopping power will be given 
by 

ScI = NISF + N2S; (27) 

Si"dep = (NlZY2 + N2Zi2)S,. (28) 

g=z,*/z; (29) 

~ = S e l / S i n d e ,  =[Ni( l+Gii  + ~ G I ~ ) + N ~ ~ ( ~ + ~ G ~ ~ + G Z I ) I / ( N I  +N26') .  (30) 

while the corresponding stopping power of the separate atomic ions is 

It is useful for this analysis to define the ratio of the effective charges 

so that we can write the stopping ratio y in terms of 5 in the form 

In the following we shall apply this description to the calculation of the stopping 
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Ffgure 6. Cluster stopping-power ratio y versus 
reduced temperature kBTIEF, for a cluster of 200 
H20 molecules. The parameter 5 on the curves is 
the ratio of the effective charge of 0 to that of 
H. The case 5 =  1.55 corresponds to the actual 
effective-charge ratio for slow oxygen and hydro- 
gen [14]; the results for 5 -  0 (only H-H terms) 
and 5- m (only 0-0 terms) correspond to the 
limitingcaseswheretheeffectofoneofthe atoms 
is neglected. The figure shows: (U) the intra- 
molecular contributions; (b )  the intermolecular 
contributions; and (c )  the total energy-loss ratio 
yfrom (30). 

poweroflargeclustersof HaOor D1O molecules,acase whichisofinterest due torecent 
experimental developments with large clusters of water and heavy-water ions [ 5 , 6 ] .  

We have used the correlation functions g,,(r) for the pairs H-H, H-0 and 0-0, 
corresponding to the structure of water, as determined experimentally [13]. For the 
present estimate, minor isotopicdifferences ing+(r) betweenH20 and D20can besafely 
neglected. 

Previous calculations by Echenique et a ( [  141 provide accurate values ofthe effective 
chargesof slow ions in solids. In particular, the calculatedeffective-charge ratio between 
0 and H for r, = 2 au is c = Z,* / Z &  = 1.55. For comparison it is also useful to consider 
the limiting cases c = 0 (only H-H vicinage effects) and f +  m (only 0-0 vicinage 
effects). 

A word of caution is in order here. All the results reported in the present paper are 
based on the application of the linear response theory towards the evaluation of the 
stoppingpowerofslowclusters. It is well known [I41 that non-lineareffectsareimportant 
in the stopping of slow ions of large atomic number. The use of an effective atomic 
charge indicated above should then be taken on a qualitative basis. 

We show in figure 6 the calculated stopping ratios as a function of the target electron 
temperature, for the three selected values of c, and for a cluster containing 200 water 
molecules (corresponding to a cluster size =21 au). 

As in the case of molecular-hydrogen clusters, we have separated, for each value of 
5, three contributions to the stopping power ratio in the following way. 

(i) Intramolecular terms, figure 6(a), whichincludeone H-Hinterference term (with 
internuclear distance rHH = 1.54 A), and two H-0 interference terms (with rHo = 
0.96 A), corresponding to the normal equilibrium distances in the H 2 0  molecule. 

(ii) Intermolecularterms,figure6(b), asobtainedfrom theintegrationofthevicinage 
functions, (25) and (26), using the experimental values for the pair-correlation functions 
in water [13]. 
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(iii) Total stopping power ratios y, see (30), figure 6(c). 

In analysing figure 6 one can draw the same qualitative conclusions discussed above 
for the stopping of large homonuclear clusters. The intermolecular terms give the main 
contribution to the total stopping power at high temperatures. The intramolecular 
effects are more important at low temperatures, but remain essentially constant with T .  
We also find here a partial cancellation of inter- and intramolecular terms at low 
temperature, where the intermolecular vicinage function becomes negative. 

In the limit 5- 0 (only H-H interference terms), the intramolecular curve in figure 
6(a) can be traced back to the corresponding results in figure 2 for random dicluster 
alignment. In comparing the limiting cases of purely homonuclear vicinage effects 
in figures 6(b) and 6(c) (i.e. 5 = 0 and a), one finds a cross-over of the calculated 
intermolecular stopping ratio as a function of T .  This reflects the details of the cor- 
responding pair-correlation functions. 

5. Discussion and conclusions 

The calculations presented here provide the first estimates of the vicinage effects on 
cluster stopping power for large molecular clusters. We have also considered in some 
detail the dependence of the vicinage effects on cluster size and orientation, on cluster 
structure, and on the target electron temperature. 

The study of diatomic and triatomic clusters provides basic elements to understand 
the stopping of large clusters. The dependence of the cluster stopping power on inter- 
particle orientation is very strong for diatomic clusters at low temperatures, but for the 
larger triatomicclusters the angular dependence becomes lower. Therefore, the angular 
average of the interference function [ ( r ) ,  cf (7), provides a reasonable approximation 
to estimate the effect of larger clusters. 

In the analysis of the vicinage effect for large molecular clusters, it is useful to 
distinguish between the intra- and intermolecular interference effects. The first are 
easily understood, based on the results for di- and triclusters. In the range of ordinary 
internuclear distances in molecules, the intramolecular interference terms give rise to 
an enhancement of up to 50% in the cluster stopping power. 

The intermolecular vicinage effects can be formulated interms of the pair-correlation 
functions gq(r) of the cluster components. In the range of normal intermolecular dis- 
tances and target temperatures, this vicinage effect is found to be negative (due to the 
negative values of the interference function I ( r ) ) .  Hence, the intermolecular vicinage 
effect decreases the stopping-power enhancement due to the intramolecular terms; this 
compensating effect is mostly important at low temperatures, but applies in a wide range 
of kBT/EF. Finally, for rather high temperatures ( k B T / E F S  1) all theparticles in the 
cluster start to behave coherently, and the stopping ratio yincreases to values well above 
1. The cluster stopping power shows then the largest enhancement effect. This occurs 
when the screening distance in the medium A, increases with temperature to values such 
that nh, - cluster size. 

Early experiments of cluster interaction with solids considered the case of small 
(diatomic and triatomic) ion clusters, in a range of energies where electronic excitation 
provides the dominant energy loss mechanism [l-51. More recent experiments with 
large clusters [6,7] have created new interest in possible applications to fusion studies. 
So far these experiments have considered very slow clusters, U 4 up,  where the effects 
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of elastic collisions [15] may be quite important. It is not the purpose of this paper to 
discuss the many complicated processes that should be considered, even for a qualitative 
discussion of such experimental results [7,8]. However, due to the drastic increase in 
the fusion cross section with velocity (cf figure 2 in reference 16), and considering the 
extremely low fusion yields so far reported [7], it seems worthwhile to investigate the 
range of higher cluster velocities (but still U < uF). In this energy range, electronic 
stopping constitutes the dominant energy loss mechanism, and the present calculation 
of vicinage effects provides a first estimate of the expected changes in the stopping 
power. 

Furthermore, we note that the results presented here are also of much interest for 
possible applications to inertial confinement fusion (ICF) research. Experiments so far 
have been made using energetic light and heavy ion beams. The application of the 
cluster-impact technique, with ion clusters of various sizes and energies, may constitute 
an alternative line of interest for ICF research. 

Finally, we briefly mention further extensions of this work. A detailed study of the 
stopping of large hydrogen clusters in carbon and aluminium targets, at high velocities 
( U  > uF) isunder way [17, 181. Different modelsareemployed for the dielectric function 
describing the target, and the effects of cluster structure, quantified by thc pair cor- 
relation function. are investigated in detail. A general approach to analyse multiple 
scattering effects on the vicinage function of a slow cluster have also been studied 
recently[l9] usingascatteringformalism likein the workof Nagyeta[[20]. Animportant 
issue that hasonly been touched upon in the present work, however, is the effect on the 
stopping of existing bound electrons in the cluster constituents. The use of an effective 
charge, like in section 4 is not well justified for accurate predictions of cluster stopping, 
especially at low velocities. 

N R Arista and A Gras-Marti 
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